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About This Game

JOHN IRON - THE MARINE KILLING MACHINE

Master Marine Commander : John, in our lab deep down under the great salt lake, we had a biological accident. The
Alphapoint valley was affected, all citizens have been evacuated. But the area is contaminated, some creatures mutated very
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fast....Well, John, we have now a monster spider problem. We will send you to Alphapoint 5, clean that area. You're our best
man! We count on you!

John Iron : I am the marine killing machine, not an insect exterminator! I need a real mission, not such boring Army jobs.
Killing spiders is something for the Duke or the Doomguy, they are sissy guys, I'm doing the real hard bad ass shit. Spiders....

Master Marine Commander : Good luck John.

Are you brave enough, to fight against the evil monster spiders?
They will attack you from everywhere, they don't know the word mercy.

Features:
- old school top-down action

- good sountrack
- a powerful shotgun

- angry spiders
- non stop action

- explore the levels
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Title: SPIIIDERS
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Chickenpig Software
Publisher:
Texas Interactive
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1 or 10

Processor: i5 2.8 GHz or better, or comparable AMD CPU

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 660, Radeon 6850 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: DirectX 9.0c needs to be installed, even DX11 is already installed.

English
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Long awaited missing chunk in the L2B puzzle ... Despite the fact Its taken more than three years since the release of L2B for
this essential piece of stock to finally to show up it still feels rushed and half hearted ... It looks fine but poor cab functionality,
(missing keybindings for funtions such as DRA, guards return buzzer etc & missing funtions such as DSD etc) and diabolical
(copy-n-pasted) sounds and rollercoaster pysics make this asset almost undriveable in its current form ...
This asset only has value as AI so in my opinion not worth purchasing UNLESS:
1, Its deeply discounted
2, Until it becomes a staple of L2B scenarios, replacing the 444 repaint that has been the standard stand in for the last three
years
3, RSC radically patch it.
or
4, AP make a sound pack that fixes many of the issues like they did rescuing the 319 from the digital skip

Until any of the previous criteria are met save your money.. KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL
KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL
KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL
KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL
KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL
KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL
KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL
KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL
KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL KILL. Christ this game has not aged well. Dodgy physics and little-to-no controller
support really kills it for me, stick to newer Trials games I'd suggest. I am sorry, I can't recommend this, due to my (very) short
playtime.
My playtime is important here, as I only "Played" this for ~3 minutes, staring at a menu that reminds me of LSD PSAs, before
my monitor lost the signal to the PC.

This was only fixed after powering down both my monitor and PC, then power cycling the PC.
Maybe this is an incompatibility with my card, but due to my experience with this game I wouldn't really tell anyone to play it.

My GPU (if that helps): GTX1050TI SSC by EVGA.

P.S. On a sudden hitch I tried to set the game to run in anything else than fullscreen, that fixed the weird flickering. Still. I don't
think the menu should give a seizure and make the game unplayable unless you get to the graphics option with a weird tickrate
and without cursor, before your GPU decides to turn this off.. This game gave me a fatal encephalon injury.
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It's written in Unity and that has certain effects, like for example if you move the window while your track is playing it will
stutter until you stop moving the window.

I went into this knowing it was obviously way more limited than a full DAW and was prepared to accept that: It is after all a lot
cheaper. I did expect more functionality than there was though.

Basically you have a load of samples. There are quite a lot but you can't add your own. You have one instrument type which lets
you draw a waveform with 24 bars and you can adjust the volume envelope and a few other things for all instruments.

In terms of effects though there is only a delay. I expected there would be the usual flanger, phaser, reverb, filter with resonance
and so on, but there isn't. Instead some of the instruments have effects on them already so you just have to use those if you want
an effect and then you can't tweak it or vary it as the track plays of course. You can tweak the waveform of the drawable
instrument as the track plays, in a basic way, by automating the height of each bar, but it's hard to get meaningful results.

Unity actually has a built in low pass filter, high pass filter, delay, reverb, chorus and distortion so I'm not sure why they didn't
add these.

In fact because of the limitations of this software I went away and tried to knock up a quick prototype myself in unity. I
managed to make a beatbox which would allow me to apply effects to the samples as they played, and allowed the user to load
their own samples from disk. It's therefore really baffling why this software doesn't have custom sample ability or effects.. Not
as good as Choice of Games other Text based Rpgs. I'd give this one a miss was short and kind of dull.. Awesome and addictive
little game.. Think back to when Call of Duty zombies was good, now replace the zombies with watermelon slices. Welcome to
Melon Simulatoir.

Ok not quite, but its still pretty fricken good. At the time of writing this review me and my friend hold the world record for the
construction map (round 27) just above Speedy and Hova :D

Basically if you enjoyed the old days of COD zombies you'll enjoy this, and if you didn't, then idk what's wrong with you, and
you probably won't like this game.

Also don't get downed, its very unforgiving and takes a long time to revive. Besides, you'll have to come to terms with the fact
that a watermelon beat you to death.... 99 cents. My god what have I gotten myself into?
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